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THE GP NEWSLETTER
Yesterday 2/22, the GP was honored to have a
poetry workshop with the first ever poet Laurette
of Athens, Ohio Allison Stine. She has 4 books
published and her latest book submission has
been published by a publishing company in the
UK. There were 12 in attendance and we read
poems from published poets, did 2 writing
exercises and learned how your emotions and
feelings influence your own poetry and life.
-

David H.
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“Always laugh when you
can its cheap medicine.”
- Lord Byron

POTATO CABBAGE SOUP
INGREDENTS:

DIRECTIONS:

-2 Tablespoons oil

-In a soup pot heat 1 tablespoon oil, add

-3 cups chopped onion

onions and cook until tender, 3 minutes.

-3 cups shredded white cabbage

Add cabbage and potatoes and stir to

-2 cups grated Idaho potatoes
-2 quarts’ chicken stock
-8 to 10 ounces corned beef, cut into
2 by 3-inch strips (1 cup)
-2 cups grated carrots
-1 cup cream
-salt and pepper

coat. Add stock, bring to a boil, reduce
heat

and

simmer
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minutes.

Meanwhile, in a small skillet sauté
corned beef strips in remaining oil until
crisp;

drain

on

paper

towels.

Add

carrots and cream to soup and simmer
10 minutes more. Stir in corned beef
strips and adjust seasoning to taste with
salt and pepper.

*Recipe curtsey of Emeril Lagasse

30

MIND BENDERS
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MORE MIND BENDERS
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HEALTH & WELLNESS TIPS
8 Steps to Build a Positive Attitude
1. Look for the positive
2. Make a habit of do it now
3. Develop an attitude of gratitude

4. Get into a continuous education program
5. Build a positive self-esteem
6. Stay away from negative influence

7. Learn to like the things that need to be done
8. Start your day with something positive
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CREATIVE CORNER
You’re everything in my eyes,
You’re my two favorite guys
From the first time I held you,
I felt it and I knew
That you were my chance to make it right,
Since that day you’ve made my days bright

“Don’t

I will never give up on you until I’m in a six-foot hole,

moment, take the moment and

Even then I will live on forever in your soul…

make it perfect.”

-

Joshua Bailey Sr.

wait

for

- Zoey Sayward
The Fight
I get hit,
But I try yet again,

What if I don’t
Spring back from a down,

I bleed,

I wouldn’t be

But my wounds heal,

Successful in this now life,

I fall,
But I do get up,
I step back,
And then move forward again,
With every mistake,
I suffer but I must do learn,
I must learn from them
Or what was the point anyway,
If I get hurt,
I must get through it,
If I don’t jump back up
I would experience this life,
If I don’t jump back up
Tomorrow I wont have this life

I wont get anywhere
If I don’t get back up and fight,
I get hit
But I try yet again,
I bled,
But my wounds heal,
I fall,
But I do get up,
If I don’t grab
Life by the horns and fight it,
Take it by the
Horns don’t let it take me,
I don’t want life to happen
To me, I want to experience my life.
-
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Travis

the

perfect

MARCH HOROSCOPES
Aries: (March 21-April 19) Aries is best advised to take the first 18 days of the month off to
recharge its fiery batteries. This is because, as you can see from this months horoscope chart, the
planets are making a great pile up in your cocoon zone of mystics and retreats. The lead-up to
your birthday month always carries a very strong theme of pre-natal slowing down, as your soul
ripens for the great burst of the spring equinox.
Taurus: (April 20-May 20) Taurus will spend the early part of the month socializing and
networking. The Solar Eclipse on Mar 8 falls in your hopes and wishes sector which is jam-packed
with other tasty treats too for the first half of March. Try not to get too distracted by all the flirty
attention, because there are much more important connections to be made elsewhere. Don’t
ignore the less colorful people, who might be somewhat drab, but can really be useful in helping
with your long term career goals.
Gemini: (May 21-June 20) Gemini, brace yourself for the Solar Eclipse on Mar 8! This one will rock
you to your foundations. The next 6 months are very important in terms of your career which is
where this eclipse falls. This eclipse has extra omph factor because both lucky Jupiter and testing
Saturn are making a T-square pattern across your marriage and home zone too.
Cancer: (June 21-July 22) Cancer, have you updated your passport? Good, because you are going
to need it for the next 6 months. The Solar Eclipse on Mar 8 takes off in your travel zone and with
turbo-charged engines! Make the most of this period to take a magical mystery tour of what the
world has to offer.
Leo: (July 23-August 22) Leo will feel eerie mumbles in the depths of its soul as the Solar Eclipse
begins a subtle colonic irrigation in the underworld sector of your chart. For some though, the
eclipse effect will feel more like fracking depending on how long those toxic elements have been
there. The more, erm solidified and deeper they have settled, then the more flooding will need to
take place. I said it before and I’ll say it again, this eclipse is the slushiest we will get all year.
Virgo: (August 23-September 22) Virgo gets zapped by cupid’s arrow with the big Pisces eclipse
in it’s marriage sector this month. One of two eclipses there this year, woo hoo! This year can be a
life-changing one with big shifts happening around the period of the eclipse itself on March 8, but
also continuing into the next 6 months. The ramifications of what you set into motion this month
will echo for years to come. So this really is a watershed year.
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Libra: (September 23-October 22) Libra gets an exotic cosmic blend of influences this month.
Pleasurable activities are mixed in with spicy, exciting change brought into your life by the Libra
Lunar Eclipse on Mar 23. It’s a kind of sweet and sour, prawn-ball kind of month astrologically. It
starts with Mars toasting your relationships with close neighbors and siblings. You feel happy
milling around your neighborhood running errands. But try to slow down and take in the view
instead of scooting about like your tail is on fire.
Scorpio: (October 23-November 21) Scorpio can take some time off to enjoy time with their
kids and love, love, love this month. Right from the start there is plenty of action in the fun
section of your horoscope. Even if you do still have a lot of work on your plate, there is still the
opportunity to have a good giggle on the job. You also have a very sympathetic Pisces Solar
Eclipse bringing you joy, so the next 6 months will also be laden with opportunities for making
merry.
Sagittarius: (November 22-December 21) Sagittarius behold, the very potent Mar 8 Solar Eclipse
is about to rain down on you! Let me paint a picture of how this may effect you in the form of a
dream. Please don’t take this literally; You have a house by the river and wake up to find the
ground floor is completely flooded and the tide is rising quickly.
Capricorn: (December 22-January 19) Capricorn, this is the month of researching what’s
happening right on your doorstep. Although you have dreams of far-flung places. The Solar
eclipse on Mar 8 will force you to step away from cyberspace and check out your own back yard.
Aquarius: (January 20-February 18) Aquarius
will be spending time and money looking at
finances at the start of the month. You will have
to put your business hat on because the Solar
Eclipse on Mar 8 is demanding that you monetise
everything in your path, including the cat.
Pisces: (February 19-March 20) Pisces, aren’t
you the lucky one with two eclipses in your own
sign this year? But of course eclipses also have
the reputation of creating breakdowns as well as
breakthroughs. Therefore most of us do feel a
little nervous when we get that much eclipse juice in one year.
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